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1. Suppose that you have to write a deadlock-free C program to simulate the Dining Philosophers Problem.

Each philosopher is modelled using a process, and the processes are synchronised using semaphores. Write

a procedure philosopher() to simulate the functioning of each philosopher.

You may use either SysV style or POSIX style system calls, but your code should clearly show how the

semaphores are (i) created / initialised; and (ii) used to synchronize the philosophers. [6]

2. (a) Consider the following analogy:

A user-level thread library manages user-level threads in the same way that the kernel manages

multiple processes.

Recall that the kernel takes over the processor when one of the following events occurs: (i) system

calls (ii) exceptions (iii) interrupts. For each of the above events, explain whether an analogous event

exists that permits a user-level thread library to take control over the threads that it is managing.

(b) An operating system may be designed so that, when a multi-threaded process forks, the child process

gets (i) only one thread (corresponding to the thread that called fork()), or (ii) a copy of each thread

in the parent process. State one advantage and one disadvantage of design option (ii) above.

(c) Explain what the following program will do.

note: This is a valid program that can be compiled and run.

int main(int ac, char *av[]) {

static unsigned int i = 0;

pthread_t tid;

pthread_create(&tid, NULL, main, NULL);

while (1) {

printf("Hello %u\n", i);

i++;

}

return 0;

}

[(2+1+2) + (2+2) + 4 = 13]

p.t.o.



3. (a) Consider an operating system that uses a paging-based memory management scheme. Logical addresses

are 28 bits long. Each page table entry occupies 4 bytes. Calculate the minimum and maximum page

sizes for which exactly 2 levels of paging will be required.

note: In a 2-level paging scheme, the second-level page table must fit within a single page.

(b) Recall that the page size in the i386 architecture is 4KB. Compute the (i) total size of the segment

tables, and (ii) total size of the page tables. [7 + 4 = 11]

4. Consider a newly created SVR2 filesystem (i.e., no files or directories have been created on this filesystem

so far). Each block in this filesystem is 4096 bytes long. The total number of data blocks in the filesystem

is 232, and block numbers are stored using 4-byte integers.

(a) Calculate the number of disk blocks required initially to store the list of free disk blocks. Clearly

state any assumptions that you make.

(b) The filesystem is now mounted at /mnt/new, a directory in an existing filesystem that is in use. Next,

the super-user runs the following commands.

# cd /mnt/new

# ls > out1

# df > out2

# cp out1 ls-output

# rm out1

# mv out2 df-output

# ln -s ls-output file-list

# ln df-output used-and-free-space

Draw a diagram showing the state of the directory data block for the root directory of the mounted

filesystem after the above commands have been executed.

(c) For this filesystem, calculate the range of file offsets covered by each entry in the inode table of contents.

(d) If a process sequentially reads a file of size 276520, how many blocks will be read in all?

[2 + 10 + 6 + 2 = 20]

5. Consider the following Resource Allocation State involving 4 processes and 4 resources. Total [i ] specifies the

total number of instances of resource i that exist in the system (including both allocated and free instances).

Alloc[i , j ], and Req [i , j ] denote, respectively:

• the number of instances of resource j currently allocated to process i, and

• the number of instances of resource j that process i is currently requesting.

Total = [ 4 6 4 4 ] Alloc =


1 1 1 0

0 1 0 1

1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1

 Req =


3 2 2 0

1 4 3 2

0 3 2 1

0 4 4 1


Show that the system is currently in a deadlocked state. Also, list the processes involved in the deadlock.
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